
DIMENSIONS:

Product  Dimensions:   
    
Width     :    21”
Lenght   :    21”
Hight      :    88”
Weight  :    52,8 kg

COLORS:
                            

 

Shipping  Dimensions:   
    
Width     :    21,26”
Lenght   :    52,76”
Hight      :    12,4”
Weight  :    63,8 kg

Durable Powder Coat Finish
40,000 BTU’s Output
Simple Assembly requires
Wheels for easy mobility
Adjustable control
Thermocouple and Anti-Tilt Safety Devices
Replacement parts in stock

Stainless
Steel 
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Commercial Flame Tower 
Heater Powder Coated
Commercial Patio Heaters ideal for Restaurants, Hotels, Resorts, Country Clubs, Night Cubs & 
Bar, Homes. 

Commercial Type -Pumping out max BTUs for an 15-foot diameter heat range, these units are 
some of the most powerful patio heaters in the market. They can also be wheeled away, 
ensuring exceptional mobility despite their hefty size. Heavy duty yet gorgeous with a stylish 
finish options, they are perfect for serious outdoor entertainers with big spaces. Simple 
Start-Up Ignition System -To operate, all it takes to light the heater is a simple push of the 
button thanks to its user-friendly, one-step ignition system. A nice alternative to a fire pit, the 
gas patio heater delivers quiet, soothing, consistent heat–with no smoke or open flames to 
worry about. Variable-heat control knob – Allows for low or high heat settings and for turning 
the heater completely off at the end of the night. Wheels for Smooth Mobility- A wheel assem-
bly with two smooth-rolling wheels comes included, making it easy to transport the outdoor 
heater around properties. 89" tall & a solid 1 Piece Quartz glass tube heater makes a perfect 
matching to any patio settings. It is styled with durable accents. It features durable, commer-
cial-quality components & a rust, fade & corrosion-resistant finish, along with wheels for 
portability. Easy access door for propane tank exchange.


